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This kind of effectisgenerally called inter-symbol
Abstract- An optimized approach for coherent optical fiber interference. Thedispersionusuallyreshictsthecapacifyofthe
communication is to use a finite impulse response (FlR)"filter to informationatitsmaximumtransmissionspeed [5]. Itdeireases
equalize chromatic dispersion (CD). The impulse response of the the effectiveness of the bandwidth at the specifiediime and also
chromatic dispersion transfer function is used to determine the worsens the rate oferror because ofthe increased interference
complex weights of the FIR filter taps' The complex weight's of the inter-symbol.By eliminating the spreading of opticalmodulus is constant' A weighted linite FIR filter isry"j:lJi pulses, the compensation of the dispersion is in essentialimpro'e the chromatic nispersion equalization performancc bf ittutu.. trtut is mandatory for the communication system by the

;"r'i:'ffi,1j.:hfi::T,..ffi,X1#$llffij'.H",fl:il:i,:'f:lll "p.i."i 
-[u*. 

rn opiicar communicarion, tho. is an

FIR lilter. optimum error vector maqnitude frvirtl 
"iri 

:ll:l,t-t-tn*t in the effectiveness of the spectral and the

normali:zed codard,s error of the coherent o*..tioo"ris;rlri 3apacity. 
of the transmission are spontaneously needed[6].

calculated for the raise6 cosine and Gaussian FIR-frI-d;-fi1 Many issues such as. dispersion,. non-linear effectsand
results have been intended to illustrate the improved f.utu..r oi attenuation. are present, in fiber optic commmication. The
the weighted filters, that remain unaffected by the transmission dispersion tt t[: t"^ott critical parameter that affects the quality
fiber's length, svmbol rate, and modulation format. Since the ofservice(QoS)ofthecommunicationsystems[7].Duetothe
results proved the indepency of the above paramerers due to nonlinearitiesoftheoptical fibers,thedatatransferrateinthe
accepting rvide range of lrcquencv responses. As a result of thesc optical communication systems are limitedf8l. By using optical
optimized weighted [rlR filters, the EVM of the CD equalization netlvorks, telecommunicationl9], data communication systems,
signal is reduced' A comparison is then made between the andcabletelevisionvastanountsofinformationcanbequickly
proposed work and the literature rvork to shorv its transmittedto remote points usingfeed-forwardWDM
effectivcness.From the results the amplitude normalization (0 to I ) [ I 0]optical signal.
is achieved by equalizing CD over the tap rveights of the weighted
filter. AIso, the roll-off factor and the full width at half madirum, The objective of this work is listed below:
is compared for the proposed work with the existing methods with r To optimize the innovative FIR Filterthe rate of equalized dispersion' 

To optimize the roll-off factor and the full width at

Index Ternrs- Normalized Godard's ewor, E*or vector half maximum to reduce the diSperSiOn.

magnitude, finite impulse response Jilter, chromatic dispersion, CD The remaining sections in thisarticleare organized asequalization,Opticallibre,GaassianFlRFilten follows: Section II investigates the haditional FIR Filter

I. INTRoDUcrroN advancements. The description of the proposed FIR Filter is

rnrormation is transrerred from one .nd ,:"jl:,o*, iJffil':lxliil!.'";l5T:"il[T:fi.ffi.Il n"#fi'STSvia the fiberoptic method of communication using light [l]. The .t"ir".i"ri"g two parameters in section IV. Finally, theelectromagnetic canier wave created from this light is then *ti.i.ir*""ludedwithitsfutureworkinSectionV.
modulated to ffansmit the data. The fundamental steps makes
the communication process that uses fiber optics is shown in II. LITERATURe Revtew
Figure.l. The optical signals are initially produced using a The section deliberates the existing work. The
transmitter.Theycheckedtoseeiftheyaredistortedornotthen literatwe is briefly explained with the methodology,
received and converted into electrical signals [2]. The features limitation,and future work. FIR filters were designed-io
of dispersion in the optical fiber are determined by compute and calculate the CD equilization
employin-gthe utmost speed of transmission [3]. The optical performance[l l].The reshicted single channel signal
signals of various wavelengths are propelled through an optical bandwidth has been considered in this work. The impro:ved
fiber. Then these pulses move at multiplespeeds because of the cosine FIR filter and the Gaussian FIR filter have been
refi'active index variation along with the wavelength.When the inspected. The above said filters are optimized in terms of
light wavers have been translerred a certain distance in an optical l6QAM, 32QAM, and EVM of the QPSKcoherent detection
fiber, the spreatl out woulcl be calculated at the specified time signal.Theoutcomeshavebeenvalidatedbytheweightedfilter
[4].This is continuously carried through the fiber length. The parameters that are notdependent on the weighted filtus,
broadening phenomenon of the pulse width is usually termed transmission fiber's lorgth and the symbol rate. Along with the
dispersion. If the pulse width progressively increases, the weighted FIR filters optimization, the equalization
impulse peak power decreases, leading to distortion in the signalbelonging to the EVM of CDhas been reduced
transmitted analog and digital optical signal.Every pulse accordingly. The author proposed the future research towards
expands and overlays along with the neighbour's at the receiver the tap symmetric weighted functions FIR frlter for better
input, ultimately fetching the misty. performance.
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Fig. l.Block Diagram of Communication System

In this paper [2], The authors examined the pointing
errors and the orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) communication structure over the combined
exponentiated Weibull (EW) fading channels using low-density
parity-check (LDPC)-coded free space optical (FSO)
OFDM.The outcomes have shown that the ABERperformance
belongs to the I6-QAM-OFDM was improved than the scheme
of I6-PSK-OFDM above the compound fading channels of
EW, inespective of the strength of turbulence. The review has
been demonstrated that the essential gain of the coding
improvement has been attained by using the LDPC codes
against the EW fading channels, particularly below the robust
condition of the turbulence. Even when the jitter was increased
or the width of the beam was decreased, along with the pointing
errors, the additional coding gainhas been found.

F. Rottenberg at al., [3]reported many approaches for
the compensation of the chromatic dispersion(CD) filter bank
multicarrier (FBMC-OQAM) systems based on the optical fiber
offset-QAM. The proposed various kind of equalization
structures for wireless FBMC OQAM structuresare additionally
applied for the optical FBMC-OQAM system ro atrain the CD's
tolerance. The various compensation techniques for CD are
verified mathematically and differentiated with the
conventional one-tap equalizer. When compared with the
frequency spreadhg method, the other CD compensation
approaches have been provided a decreased tolerance of the
CD. The proposed method requires a minimized complexity
and thus made an excellentreplacement.

The article [14], the authors considered the Godard's
error for the qualitymeasures of a signalto observe the
chromatic dispersion(CD), modulation format of the coherent
receiversin fte DSPmodule and the nonlinear parameter.
According to the Godard's error the review have been carried
out on the CD monitoring which was having the capability to
monitoraccurately, The random huge values of dispersion in
thehansmission links which are uncompensated with the
frequency domain equalizer combination. The earliernonlinear

parameter monitoring approach have been extended according
to the Godard's error via instinctively finding the values which
are optimized to necessarily improve thecalability of adoption
and fresented the modest and the strong modulation format
monitoring depending on the Godard'serror. At the same time,
by experiments have been effectivelyconfirmed 192-Gb/s
PDM-8QAM, 256-Gb/s PDM-l6QAMand 128-Gb/s PDM-
QPSK. C. Fougstedt et al., [5] investigated the implementation
aspects, for example,area usageand power dissipation. That
work alSo dealt with the frequency and timedomainCD
compensation. This work also considered the design aspects of
the fixed-point filter and the A./D-conversion quantization. In a
28-nm fully-depleted silicon-on-insulator(FD-SOf progr€ss
methodology, the estimated filters have been executed to allow
the precision analysis of the power consumptiom and area of
the chip. The response of the filter optimizationhas been taken
the shaping ofthe pulse was necessarily decrease the dissipation
of the power and the al'ea utilization of the implementations
based on the time domain, which was made a feasible
modification to the implementation based on the fiequency
domain.

S. Yin , et al., [6] the authors designed and
demonstrated an innovative Intra-PON Flow transmission
along with the optical reroute by utilizing the Quasi-passive
Reconfigurable (QPAR) node. Adaptively the network has been
reconfigured based on the status of the monitored faffic in the
manner of defined software. The simulations have shown that
the PON with rerouting architecture achieved superior network
capability when compared with the PON without rerouting
constrain along with similar taffic waiting time or the
requirement of the blocking probability.Additionally, the
adaptive Intra-PON architecture, along with the node ofQPAR,
enabled the effective multicast videotransmissionor the backup
of files between the multipleserves, which are located in various
kinds of address the networks that provided the minimum time
for traffic waiting.

In this paper [17], the authors compared various kinds
of measurements to the error rate prediction corresponding to
the optical systems according to the non-binary forward error
correction (FEC). The prediction accuracy has been proved as
a whole, along with the formats of the multiple constellation
and overheads of the FEC. It has been carried out in
experiments and the simulation of the optical transmission
against a recirculating loop. It has been shown that the FEC
codes, which are employed worldwide, when the prediction
performance was used according to the threshold computation
from the transmission in optical mehics have been mentioned.

L. Yi, et al., [8]demonstrated the generation of phase
chaos by deploying the module of the fine conffollable
dispersion along with the delayed feedback loop. The definite
nonlinearity's effects have been studied. By carrying out the
simulation and the experiment, the nonlinear dynamics
evolution route has been demonstrated in terms of dispersion
dependency and the gain parameters of feedback.The outcomes
show that the proposed method concurrentlyshortens the phase
chaos synchronization. It also enhanced the space of the key
that could utilize the optical communicationsatrnaximum speed
chaotic. The authors Y. Li et al., [9]solved the issues
corresponding to the long-standinginter-domain routing by
proposed the internet exchange approach defined in
software.The flexibility in the control has been enabled in the
layer-3 networks. Also, the optical networks have introduced



software-defined networking (SDN). The capability of optical
network controlhas progressed to improve the optical network.
The transparent software-defined exchange (tSDX)has been
investigated along with the real-tiure deficiency alert aware
service level agreement (SLA) assured for the multi-domain
optical networks. The architecture ofhierarchical control based
on the SDN has been intended and developed.

I. T. Lima et al., [20]investigated the cost for the
computational belongs to the nonlinear Fourier transform
(NFT) according to the Zakharov-Shabat scattering issues by
way of a nonlinear compensation method for the quadrature-
phase-shift keyed (QPSK) signals along with elevated feahres
of the cosine frequency in the systems of an opticdl fiber
transmission along with the general dispersion fibers. Thip work
also found the cost for the computation that was relatively high
at a length of a data frame, and the quantity of power was tiny.
Thus, it makes it more modest than the other typical approaches
for transmission. Also, the physical reasons for the restrictions
have been explained.

The authors presented [21] chromatic dispersion
equalization for FIR filters using Fourier transform analysis, in
which filter tabs were obtained fiom the pass band samples. The
authors [22] incorporated the adaptive mutation particle swarm
optimizer (AMPSO) algorithm into the chromatic dispersion
equalizatiol (CDE) filter and introduced the singular value
decomposition least square (SVDLS) approach to determine the
optimal tap weight of the CDE filter.

III. PRoPOSED woRK
The Chromatic Dispersion (CD) is the major source of

error in the optical fiber communication systems. Hence this
has been taken into account for the further analysis of the
system. With the development of the digital signal processing
technology, the coherent optical receivers using the digital
filterefliciently equalizes the CD in the optical fiber
communication system.S. Tsukamoto presented a transversal
filter [23]. S. J. Savory presents the proposed finite impulse
response (FIR) filter to equalize the CD in time domain[24],
especially for the long-haul optical fiber communication
approaches. Thecomplex tap weights of a transversal filterare
acquired in the transversal filter. This was attained from the
truncated invertedfourier transform. By the single channel
signal's bandwidth, the funcated window is found.

In the FIR filter, the complex tap
weightscorresponding to anFIR filteris acquired from the
truncated impulse response. By the gathered dispersion and the
sampling intel'val, a higho bound on the taps numbers is
determined to neglect the frequency aliasing. In this work, a
single channel signal's restricted bandwidth is considered to
determin the optimal length of the FIR filter taps for CD
equalization and also to neglect the frequency aliasing.
Additionally, the CD equalization performance also increased.
For this research two weighted FIR filtersare investigated:
raised cosine typeand the gaussian type. The proposed filter
flow diagram is shown in Figure 2.

For the calculation of the tap values of the weighted
FIR filter,the equation for the raised cosine function and the
Gaussian function is mentioned below, where the modulus
complex weights are calculated for CD equalization.

Raised cosine function:
The raised cosine function is denoted as fnatseacosine(t)

= shuf f Ie(Si,' oscend') if Ro 1 Roo,",

fnoiseacosne(t) is defined as,

0 < lfl .?' z

l{r + 'o' l#(vt-+ ,)l},,.
t:f; z<lrl <!.2 Lrr

0

Where, Ro - is the roll-off factor.

Itl>f .z

Z - is the tull width at half maximum (FWHM)
offnatseacosn"(t).
The,Roand the Z values are tuned with the help of the Frog-
Leap Algorithm. At a particular tuned values, the disposion is
equalized.
The full width at half maximum is mentioned in the below
equation,

Z = Xaaisedcosine' Zwind.ow 12]
Zwindow - is the time length of the truncation window of an FIR
filter to avoid frequency aliasing

X Raised.cosine - is the window coefficient
Gaussian function:
The raised cosine is mentioned here as, fgourrion(t)
fsourrion(t) is defined as,

fgou,,ton(t) = ""p(-*) tlt
Where,
Zo - is the half-width at l/e-intensity point.
In this Gaussian function, theZo is tuned with the help of the
frog-leap algorithm. This optimized
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of fnou,rion(t).

Z = Z(lnz)ttrz,[4)
The output of the weighted FIR filter is,

Wr 
r a = L*!o w^ - Y (n - m)fsl

Where,wr,, - ir tn-.-tun *-.:ltnts and Y - is the input signal

Frog Leap Algorithm
Input: Input signalS;, Chromatic dispersed signalCi
Output: roll-offfactorRo And full width at half maximum
(FWHM) Z

Procedure:

Step l; Initialize the population,
p = length(Si)

Step 2: Evaluate fitness function,

li= h! 'Si
Where, y; - received signal
hf - filter coefficients of the entire samples of the signal

et= Cr-li
e;- Error ofthe signal

Ro:r1, f* ffilp*i
z =r2, f* ffilp*i

Step 3: partition the population into memeplexes, p

Roor"u - is the roll-off factor at the previous iteration/

fnarseacosine(t) =



Step 4: Perform the same process for various iterations,
Maxis", - is the maximum number of iterations: 100
While if l Mexiger
Evaluate fitness fu nction,

!i= h{ 'Si
Where, y1 - received signal
h! - frtter coefficients of the entire samples of the signal

ei= Ct-li
e;- Error ofthe signal

Ro=11, ,* ffi1posi
z = rz, fo, -4 ^ lposi

tengtnle )
Update the memeplexes

P = shuf f le(Si,' ascend')

coherent detection sigral are analyzed. The simulation is
carried out in MATLAB and the parameter-considered under
the study are measured and evaluated.
Error Vector Magnitude:

It is a vector whichlies between the ideal constellation
point and the point which is received at the receiver end.It is
also mentioned as the variation among the actual symbols
which is received and the symbols in ideal mode. The error
vector's average amplitude, is regularized to the maximum
amplitude of the sigral, is generally called the EVM. In terms
ofoercentage value for EVM, the root means square (RMS)
average is kken into consideration.

The error vector magnitude value is the same as the
fraction befween the error vector's amplitude and the root mean
square (RMS) amplitude of the considered reference. This
value is mentioned in decibel(dB).if Ro 1 Ropr"u

End wtrile
Returned the roll-off factor and full width at half maximum
(FWHM)

EVM(uB)=ro^r,,(#*)",

Algorithm Description:
In this algorithm, the LMS filter is considered for the

fitness function. The error value is used to the roll-offfactor Ro
and full width at half maximum (FWHM) Z. Based on the
results, the signals are shuffled. The best value is finally
optimized after manyiterations. The frog leap algorithm is used
to tune the roll of factor R. and full width at half maximum.

Fig.2. Proposed FIR filter flow diagram

IV. PEMoRMANCEANALYSIS
In this section the performance of the optimized raised cosine
FIR filter and the Gaussian FIR filter in terms of Error vector
magnitude (EVM) and the Normalized Godard's error of the

WhereP"oo, is mentioned as the error vector's RMS amplitude

Figure 3 shows the input signal considered with time on x-
axisand amplitude ony-axis.

,,, Time peried_{rn$} : : ,,,, ,

Fig.3. Input Signal

At the initialization step, this signal is given as the
input to find the chromatic dispersion transfer function. The
input signal amplitude varies from 0 to l.After this function,
QPSK modulation is carried out. The resultant signals are
shown in figure 4.

In the QPSK Modulated Sigral, the x-axis is the time
variation, and the y-axis is the amplitude variation of the sigral.
Figure 4 shows the QPSK Modulated Signal amplitude
variations.The signal's amplitude is changed after the signal is
modulated based on the QPSK. The amplitude varies from -0.8
to the 0.8.
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Fig. 4. QPSK Modulated Signal

jtfter Chromaiic Oispnrcion
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Fig.5.Signals aft er Chromatic Dispersion

Figure 5 illustrates the sigrrals after the chromatic
dispersion. This signal's amplitude varies from -2 to 2.
Chromatic dispersed amplitude variations are depicted in figure
5. Figure 6 shows the output values, estimated by the raised
cosine of the FIR filter. In this output signal's amplitude varies
from 0 to l.This applied CD is then equalized by the optimized
values of the weighted FIR filter's tap weights.

a$ *fl l{} .1$ ,* 61) 
"t} 

*$ S0 {sil

Sira* Berlod {mr}

Fig.6. Output signal from the Raised Cosine ofFIR Filter.

From the n number of iterations of the roll-off
factorRo, and full width at half maximuni (FWHM). For the
particirlar tune values of the roll-off factor and the full width at
half maximum, the entire dispersion is equalized.The Frog leap
algorithm optimizes these two factors. For that particular tuning
values, the raised cosine value is estimated.This raised cosine
value is then applied to find the weighted FIR filter's tap
weights.

* 1* 2* 3f 4$ S{t e ?d ,{* S{r:: is}

Tirss$*d(rS{$t*}, .

Fig. 7. Output signal from the Gaussian ofFIR Filter

Figure 7 shows the output signal of the Gaussian-FlR
Filter. In case of Gaussian, the Zs is optimized, The tuning is
achieved by the Frog leap algorithm.The equalized dispersion
values are used for tuning Zo,which are taken for the calculation
of the Gaussian Cosine function value. Then this value is
applied to the calculation of the weighted FIR filter. In Figure
7 the amplitude values vary from 0 to l. The CD equalization
provides better result over the Gaussian filter compared to
raised coine filter.

L€*gtb {ha1} :

Fig. 8. Performance comparison with the existing techniques

In figure 8, the performanceof the proposed work is
compared with the existing approach. The PDM is the existing
approach. The figure 9 compares the raised cosine and the
gaussian filter's performance in terms of EVM. This shows, that
according to the length variation the EVM in percentage is
increased in both the raised cosine and the gaussian filter. The
gaussian cosine is risen linearly based on the variation in the
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length,which is represented in Km. But the raised filter
randomly varied according to the variation ofthe lenglh.
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Fig. 9. Performance Comparison for the proposed FIR
Filter in terms of the EVM

V. CoNcI-ustoN
The finite iurpulse response (FIR) filter is an optimized

chromatic dispersion (CD)where the equalization is achieved

by using optimum error vector magnitudefor the coherent

optical fiber communication system. In the FIR filter, the

impulse response of the chromatic dispersion transfer function
is determined using the complex weights of the FIR filter taps.

The complex weight's modulus is constant. In this work, the

limited bandwidth of a single channel signal is considered and

the weighted FIR filters are proposed to improvise the CD

equalization performances. This work examines the Gaussian

FIR filter and the raised cosine FIR filter. The raised cosine FIR
filter and the Gaussian FIR filter are optimized in terms of Error

vector magnitude (EVM) and theNormalized Godard's error of
the coherent detection signal. The results illustrate the

optimized features of the weighted filters, which do not depend

on the modulation format, transmission fiber's langth and

symbol rate. Finally, the EVM of the CD equalization signal is

reduced by these optimized weighted FIR filters' By contrasting

the suggested filter with the cunent filter works, the filter's

performance is assessed.

Future implementation:
In future, a better optimization towards improving the

accuracy of filtering effect and complexity of implementation

to be considered for the optical fiber communicationsystem

without any CD.
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